
HOW DO YOU IMPROVE 
ON PERFECTION?

AT HUMAN TOUCH®, WE DON’T VIEW PERFECTION AS A RESULT, BUT RATHER 

AN ONGOING QUEST. So, in our new Perfect Chair® PC-610 Omni-Motion Classic, 

we added elements that make our industry-leading chair look, feel and perform even 

better. Building on its elegant form and the zero-gravity seating position that physicians 

recommend as the healthiest way to sit, we incorporated several improvements. So sit 

back and relax, this stunning evolution is a wellness and style revolution coupled with 

zero-gravity ergonomics that are simply the best in the industry.

PC-610 OMNI-MOTION CLASSIC

Chair Reclined Dimensions: 63”L x 32”W x 43”H

Chair Upright Dimensions: 43”L x 32”W x 47”H

Seat Width:  23”

Recline Angle:  125 – 175 degrees

Product Weight:  90 lbs.

Maximum Weight Load:  400 lbs.

Available in Walnut, Dark Walnut and Matte Black. 
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The Perfect Accessories

WARRANTY: 

5 YEARS STRUCTURE 

5 YEARS PARTS 

5-YEAR IN-HOME SERVICE

BACK COVER

Upholstery-matching back cover 
adds a finishing touch. Available 
in all Premium Leather colors.

LAPTOP DESK

Enjoy your chair in ergonomic 
comfort while you work or snack.

ACCESSORY TABLE

Keep snacks and 
beverages right at hand.

This freestanding, two-level 
table has a power strip to

keep reading material, phones, 
and more close at hand.

MEDIA TABLE

Plush Responsive Foam

High Density Memory Foam

Visco-elastic memory foam adds a 
layer of comfort that conforms to 

your body’s unique contours. 

MEMORY FOAM PLUS

Strategically positioned genuine 
Jade stones and three intensity 
settings provide targeted, deep 
penetrating heat for full-body relief.

Jade Stones 

JADE HEAT SYSTEM

FEATURES:

• Adjustable leg rest makes this our most comfortable Perfect Chair ever.

• Intuitive 5-way omni-control offers a simple press and hold for zero-gravity.

• Elongated head pillow cradles the head and neck while providing ergonomic relief.

•  Full-length armrests give constant support as the chair reclines into zero-gravity.

•  Adjustable lumbar support system allows you to customize your seating comfort.

•  Back-up battery restores the chair to the upright position in case of a power outage.

• Stylish design cues and premium tailoring make the chair perfect for any décor.

PERFECT CHAIR® 



THE PERFECT SOLUTION 
ZERO-GRAVITY, ERGONOMICS AND WELLNESS

WOOD BASE 
FINISH

PAD SET
Top-Grain LeatherPremium Leather

Customize Your Perfect Chair
SōfHyde

THE FINEST 
CRAFTSMANSHIP
Drawing on the heritage of many decades of experience, 
our precision-engineered chairs are in a class of their own, 
presenting a quality not found in other zero-gravity recliners.

the luxury of premium UPHOLSTERY
Beautiful French, triple-stitch patterns grace the upholstery 

of all of our Perfect Chairs, reflecting the quality, time and 

dedication invested in each and every pad set. No matter 

which you choose, the supple materials with rich, inviting 

hues feel wonderful against your body and attractively 

accentuate any décor. 

the warmth of WOOD
Our hand-carved and hand-sanded solid wood base is 
made from the Hevea Brasiliensis (the rubber tree), which 
yields one of the strongest woods on earth. The result – 
rich, lustrous beauty that lasts for years and years.

the strength of STEEL
High-tensile strength steel is sandblasted, cleaned and 

powder-coated with a protective surface that ensures a 

smooth, quiet glide when reclining.

Nickel-plated glide rails provide smooth, 
effortless recline and superior durability

A revolution in zero-gravity seating, dual-
motor power allows you to independently 
position the recline angle and leg elevation 

Zero-gravity seating expands lung 
capacity, allowing for deeper more 
relaxed breathing

Adjustable lumbar support allows you 
to customize your seating comfort and 
optimize lower back position to relieve 
muscle tension, soreness and fatigue

Elevation of the legs above the heart 
helps to improve blood flow

Neutral posture positioning evenly 
distributes your body weight to eliminate 

painful pressure points

An elongated, full-support pillow 
cradles the head and neck while 
providing ergonomic support
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